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Material List:
Amounts will vary depending on the length of your bracelet. My bracelet is
16.5 cm/almost 6.5” long without the clasp.
-

Miyuki seed beads 11/0, 4202, Duracoat galvanized gold, about 6 gr
(sb11/1)

-

Miyuki seed beads 8/0, 2008, Matte Metallic Patina Iris, about 3 gr
(sb8)

-

Miyuki seed beads 8/0, 4202, Duracoat galvanized gold, only 4 pcs

-

Czech Half-moon two-holes 8x4mm beads, Jet Matte Green, 32 pcs

-

Czech glass fire-polished 4mm, Luster Green Picasso, 14 pcs (fp)

-

Pyramid hex 2 hole beads 12mm, white Picasso, 8 pcs

-

Clasp

-

FireLine 6lb is recommended.

-

Beading needle size 12

Legend:
Thread starting point
Thread exit point and direction of the thread path
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Step 1
Thread your needle with a comfortable
working length of thread.
-

String a stop bead
Pick up Pyramid bead and
3 sb8s
Pass down through the next
hole on the Pyramid bead.

-

Pick up 3 sb8s and pass back
through the Pyramid bead

-

Pass through 3 sb8s and pass
through Pyramid bead.

This is the way how you are going to
string Half-moon beads.

- Pick up
1 sb8
1 Half-moon bead
1 sb8
1 Half-moon bead
1 sb8
And pass back through the Pyramid
bead.
Continues on the next page…
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Step 1 continues…
-

Pick up again:

1 sb8
1 Half-moon bead
1 sb8
1 Half-moon bead
1 sb8
And pass back through Pyramid bead.
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-

Pass through 3 sb8s

-

Remove the stop bead

-

Make a double/triple knot with
the tail. You will sew the tail
later into your work.
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Step 2
#
-

Pick up 2 sb11s and pass
through 5 beads. Pull the
thread tight!!

-

Pick up 2 sb11s and pass
through 2 sb8s.

-

Pick up:

1 sb11
1 sb8
1 sb11
-

And pass back through sb8

-

Pass through the next sb8

#
# Repeat # one more time around.

Finished.
-
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Pass up through sb11 and exit
through sb8.
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Step 3
#
-

Pick up 1 sb11 and pass
through the 1st Half-moon
bead/upper hole. Pull the
thread tight!!! Keep the
tension!!!

-

Pick up 1 sb11 and pass
through the 2nd Half-moon
bead/upper hole. Pull the
thread tight!!! Keep the
tension!!!

-

Pick up 1 sb11 and pass
through the sb8. Pull the
thread tight!!! Keep the
tension!!!

#
# Repeat # on more time around.
Pull the thread tight!!! Keep the
tension!!!
Continues on the next page…
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Step 3 continues…

-

Pass through all beads once
again and pull the thread
tight!!! Keep the tension!!!

-

Pass through sb11 and exit
through sb8.

Step 4
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-

Pick up 3 sb8s and pass back
through sb8

-

Pass up 2 sb8 (exit through the
sb8 on the top)
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Step 5
-

Pick up:

1 sb8
Pyramid bead
3 sb8s
-

Pass back through the Pyramid
bead.

Pull the thread tight!!! Keep the
tension!!!

-

Pick up 1 sb8 and pass back
through sb8.

-

Pass through the next sb8

-

Pass through the Pyramid bead

Pull the thread tight!!! Keep the
tension!!!
Step 6
-

Pick up:

1 sb8
1 Half-moon
1 sb8
1 Half-moon
1 sb8
-

Pass back through Pyramid
bead.

-

Pass through 3 sb8s

-

Pass through Pyramid bead.

Keep the tension!!!
Continues on the next page…
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Step 6 continues…
Pick up again:
1 sb8
1 Half-moon
1 sb8
1 Half-moon
1 sb8
-

Pass back through Pyramid
bead.

Keep the tension!!!

-

Pass through 2 sb8s

Step 7
-

Pick up:

1 sb11
1 sb8
1 sb11
-

And pass back through sb8

-

Pass through the next sb8

Continues on the next page…
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Step 7 continues…

Repeat step 2

Finished.

-
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Pass through sb11 and exit
through sb8
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Step 8

Repeat step 3

Two parts finished.

Step 9
Repeat steps 4-8 and make as much
parts you need for your bracelet.

This is the last part.

Step 10 - clasp
-

Add the clasp on this side of
the bracelet.

-

Pick up 1 sb8 (the color of this
8/0 should match the color of
the clasp) , clasp, 1 sb8 and
pass back through sb8

Continues on the next page…
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Step 10 continues…

-

Pass through the beads and
the claps once again.

-

Then pass through the beads
and exit through sb8 in front of
2 sb11s.

Step 11
#
-

Pick up 3 sb11s and pass
through sb8

-

Pick up again 3 sb11s and
pass up through sb8 on the
next part.

Continues on the next page…
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Step 11 continues…

Don’t pull the thread too much. Just
enough to place the beads like this.

-

Pass through the beads and
exit through sb8

#
# Repeat # till the end of that side of
the bracelet.
From time to time place the bracelet on
your bead mat and adjust the tension.
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-

When you come to the end of
that side, add the clasp (step
10).

-

Pass through the beads and
repeat step 11 on the other
side of the bracelet.
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Step 12

-

When you finish with the other
side of the bracelet, pass
through the beads and exit
through the 2nd sb11 on the
other side of the bracelet.

-

Pick up 1 fp and pass up
through 2 sb11s (2nd and 3rd) on
the next part.

-

Pass through the beads and
exit through the 2nd sb11 on the
other side of the next part.

#

#
# Repeat # till the end of that side of
the bracelet.
- When you finish with one side, pass
through the beads with the clasp and
do the same on the other side of the
bracelet.
-
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When you finish, pass through
the beads and exit through sb8
between Half-Moon beads on
the other side.
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Step 13
#
-

Pick up 6 sb11s and pass
through the fp.

-

Pick up 6 sb11s and pass
through sb8 on the next part.

#
# Repeat # till the end of that side of
the bracelet.
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-

When you finish with one side,
pass through the beads and do
the same on the other side.

-

When you finish with both
sides, pass through the beads
and exit through the 6th sb11 on
the second part.
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Step 14
-

Pass through the next sb11 and
pull the thread tight!

-

Pick up 3 sb11s and pass back
through 2 sb11s. Keep the
tension!

-

Pass through the beads and
exit through the 1st sb11 after
sb8 on the next part

#

#
# Repeat # till the end of that side of
the bracelet.
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-

When you finish with that side,
do the same on the other
side of the bracelet.

-

Exit through the last sb11 (red
arrow)
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Step 15

-

Turn the bracelet faced back.

-

Pass through the beads: Halfmoon, sb8 and 2 sb11s.

So, you are here…

Step 16
#
-

Pick up 4 sb11s and pass up
through 2 sb11s on the next
part. Pull the thread tighter.

-

Pick up 4 sb11s and pass
through the top picot bead
(sb11) from the previous step.
Pull the thread tighter.

Continues on the next page…
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Step 16 continues…

-

Pick up 4 sb11s and pass
down through 2 sb11s on the
other side of the Pyramid bead.

#
# Repeat # till the end of that side of
the bracelet.

-

When you come to the end of
that side of the bracelet…

-

Pick up 8 sb11s and pass
through the beads… Exit
through the 2nd sb11 on the
other side of the Pyramid bead.

Continues on the next page…
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Step 16 continues…
-

Pick up 8 sb11s and pass
down through 2 sb11s on the
other side of the Pyramid bead.

Repeat step 16 on the other side of
the bracelet.

-

When you finish with the other
side you will only need to add 8
sb11s on the opposite side…

And bracelet is finished.
Secure and cut the thread.
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